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Algorithm

Multidimensional Dictionary Learning

Tucker factor matrices have been used as separable dictionaries in Given an input volume A and a fixed Tucker core B , we search
multidimensional compressive sensing and in inpainting or low-rank factors that match one onto the other:
data recovery applications [1,2,3]. Caiafa and Cichocki [4]
arg minkA B ⇥1 U(1) ⇥2 U(2) ⇥3 U(3) k
proposed an iterative algorithm to find the best core and separable
U(1) , U(2) , U(3)
bases to match a given set of input tensor samples. These
techniques often employ non-orthogonal bases, unlike the higher- The solution is found iteratively via tensor-unfolding expressions:
order singular value decomposition. They efficiently extend wellestablished dictionary learning approaches (such as the popular KU(1) = A(1) (B ⇥2 U(2) ⇥3 U(3) )†(1)
SVD) to higher dimensions.
and analogously for the other factors. No orthogonality is imposed,
Contribution
and missing values of A are given weight 0. Note that the number
We propose an alternating least squares (ALS) Tucker-based of ranks can be chosen to be larger than the data size.
dictionary learning method for filling (inpainting) a single high-rank
Results
input volume where a subset of neighboring values is missing. The
algorithm does not learn from a set of existing similar data, and the Fig. 1 shows inpainting results (up to 25 iterations) for three 963
input volume is considered as a whole (i.e., our approach is data sets where a central 323 block is missing. The core elements
patchless). We do not aim to recover the original ground-truth: follow a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, while
sometimes many possible solutions may be acceptable as long as the initial factor matrices are cosine wave functions. Fig. 2 shows
they show the expected texture and match smoothly along the an example of rank-1 component evolution, and the objective
function is displayed in Fig. 3. The core may determine the
region borders.
convergence result, as shown in Fig. 4, while the initial factors have
little impact.
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Fig. 3: ALS norm curves
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Fig. 4: Different Tucker cores can lead to various results.

Fig. 1: Results at several iterations.
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